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Intro

Features

ScanBox is a solution-oriented manufacturer of banqueting carts for
holding and transportation of hot and cold food with preserved food quality

Bringing Your Food with Care
– the Scandinavian way
With ScanBox you get a partner who loves food and is
passionate about creating the best solutions for every
customer. We strive to facilitate your working day and
enhance the guest experience – no matter if you work
at a star-spangled Michelin restaurant, a hotel or a
health care facility.
Quality, safety and customer needs are our main priorities. We once defined a direction, stood firmly by our
principles and never allowed the product development
to lose momentum. Modularity, design & function and
environment & ergonomics are the fundamental pillars that make our offer unique.
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MODULARITY

DESIGN & FUNCTION

ERGONOMICS & ENVIRONMENT

Our unique production facilitates
a modular structure that supplies
our partners with flexibility and the
widest product range in the market.
We provide products with multiple
compartments in one unit. ScanBox
has the solution you need, no matter
what challenges and limitations your
kitchen presents. We offer Custom
Made products.

Our boxes are designed and manufactured in Sweden. The company
name reflects the Scandinavian tradition of quality combined with style,
function and innovative thinking. That
is why our boxes do not only have excellent insulation properties through
TempStop, they are also full of smart
features – and really smart looking!

Our carefully chosen materials do not
only weigh less, but are recyclable,
energy efficient and environmental
friendly. By adding ergonomic features, we create boxes that are easy
and safe to operate, that save labour
time and decrease work related injuries.
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Creating a positive user experience

Digital LED plug&play display
Easy to use for all staff members.
It has variable temperature settings
that informs the user when the correct
temperature has been reached.

Protective and functional top frame
Protects the box against bumps
and provides extra storage on top.

Adjustable ventilation
Total control of the moisture level thanks
to adjustable ventilation (hot boxes only).

Ergonomic push/pull handles
Larger models have ergonomic
push/pull handles on the back,
providing full control and contributing
to a good working environment.

Detachable runners
Let the air flow freely to
achieve an even temperature,
increase food quality and facilitate
cleaning. Runners are washable
in dishwasher.

Excenter Lock
Durable and safe during transport.
One Grip Handle is offered as an option.

Color coding
The three standard colors black, red and
grey can be used to help differentiate
and organize the boxes in your fleet.
At an additional cost, your boxes can
have any chosen color and display your
logo and patterns. (see page 14-15 for
examples)

Tilt stop
Our U-shaped runners are
deisgned to prevent tilting pans
to ensure safe operations.

Brakes
Durable and reliable! For optimal user safety
and reduced service costs, add our Central
Brake System to your boxes.

Large castors
Our boxes slides easily and silently
from A to B with large 160 mm,
chromed elastic non-marking castors
with precision ball bearings.
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Your signature

- strengthen your brand
We put great effort into the design of the exterior. Our products are robust, stylish and offer
you high capacity combined with trouble-free operation. You might think that all of our boxes
are black, but you can also order them in red or grey without extra cost. The three colors are
selected to suit the details in aluminum and stainless steel, the combination adds up to the
rough elegance we want our products to reflect.
In the same way we can adjust the functions or measures of our boxes to fit your needs, we
can also make the boxes look the way you want them to. Making them as fit for front of house
as they are for back of house. Maybe you have a special color or pattern in mind? Everything is
possible! When you align the box with your brand, you will have free advertisement wherever
they are being exposed. As an additional bonus when “tagging” your carts, they will be easier
to identify – thus bringing functionality to the brand exposure!
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E-Catalogue
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